[Therapy for peripapillary located and large choroidal haemangioma with PDT 'paint-brush technique'].
Today photodynamic therapy (PDT) with Verteporfin is the standard treatment option for symptomatic choroidal haemangiomas. Nevertheless, peripapillary or large haemangiomas pose a therapeutic dilemma, since severe adverse events have been demonstrated in cases where the optic disc was included in the treatment spot. In addition due to the size and the shape of the laser spot, peripapillary and large haemangiomas can only be undertreated or overtreated (with overlapping multiple spots). With the presented new "paint-brush technique" it is possible to treat peripapillary and large choroidal haemangiomas completely without danger for the optic disc and without overtreatment. With the new technique the application of the laser spot is performed in a "paint-brush fashion" by moving he spot with constant speed excentrically around the lesion's centre over the entire tumour surface. This allows under visual control a complete and confluent PDT of the whole tumour surface without overlapping and/or missing areas or treating the optic disc. In total, 13 eyes of 13 patients (6 with peripapillary and 7 with large choroidal haemangiomas) have been treated. The mean follow-up time was 25.6, respectively, 14.5 months. The PDT with the "paint-brush technique" allows an effective treatment of the leakage in both groups. The mean increase of visual acuity was 1, respectively, 1.4 ETDRS lines 3 months after therapy, which could be maintained over the whole follow-up period. At the last examination visual acuity was unchanged or better in 12 / 13 (92 %) of eyes. After 3 months the tumour height was significantly (p = 0.031 and 0.018) reduced to 1.7 mm (52 %), respectively, 1.3 mm (30 %), which was stable during the whole follow-up. No significant side effects could be detected. The use of the PDT "paint-brush technique" allows complete treatment of choroidal haemangiomas under visual control. Sensitive structures like the optic disc could be excluded from treatment without double- or undertreatment. The functional and anatomic results are good. The technique is a safe and effective amendment in the treatment of symptomatic choroidal haemangiomas.